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Earned Recognition
If you subscribe to the DVSA blog “ Moving On” you would
have read about the Earned Recognition Pilot programme.
The scheme is a new way for operators to prove that they
meet the vehicle and driver standards.
You need to have
IT systems for vehicle maintenance and drivers’ hours. These
will monitor if you’re meeting a set of key performance indicators (KPIs).
Every 4 weeks, these systems will tell DVSA if you’ve missed
any of the KPIs by a set amount. If this happens, DVSA will
work with you to fix the issue.
The DVSA won’t have direct access to any of your data or systems
If you’ve been accepted to join the pilot, your drivers and
vehicles will be less likely to be stopped at the roadside by
DVSA from 31 January 2018.

If you successfully join the pilot:



your details will be published on 31 January 2018, giving
you recognition for meeting the standards
 your vehicles will be less likely to be stopped for roadside inspections from 31 January 2018
If you successfully complete the pilot, you’ll get automatic
entry to the DVSA earned recognition scheme.

After the pilot
If you get a place on the DVSA earned recognition scheme,
you’ll:





Eligibility
You must have:



had a heavy goods vehicle (HGV) or public service vehicle
(PSV) operator licence for at least 2 years
 digital management systems for vehicle maintenance and
drivers’ hours, which can track the KPIs and automatically
report if they’re missed
a track record of good compliance with driver and vehicle
standards

If you have multiple operator licences
You can apply if your organisation has multiple operator licences, but you must report the data for every licence you
have. This includes if you have both HGV and PSV operator
licences.

What you’ll get
You’ll get more help from DVSA to get you through the process if you join the pilot.

https://movingon.blog.gov.uk/




be an exemplary operator, and be able to prove this
when you bid for contracts
be less likely to have your vehicles stopped at the roadside for inspections
be less likely to have DVSA enforcement staff visit your
premises
be able to use the DVSA earned recognition marque on
your website and other publicity materials (but not on
your vehicles)
be recognised as a DVSA-approved operator on a list on
GOV.UK

How much it costs
There’s no application fee to join the pilot or the full scheme.

Audits
You need to have an audit of your systems and processes by
a DVSA-approved audit provider when you first join, and
then every 2 years.
We are an approved Earned Recognition auditor, please get
in touch for more details of the audit process or advice
helpme@asmilesconsulting.com
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/dvsa-earned-recognition-forvehicle-operators-join-the-pilot

Bad workmen blame their tools
Are you familiar with this term, it has been around for
years, and from when I was an apprentice until this day I
always remember it. Look after your tools and they will
look after you, goes hand in hand with the above, you can
apply this to everything you use every day. Makes sense
when you think about it.
Safety, that’s a huge word, I believe that safety and common sense also go together, experience also contributes to
common sense through reflection of previous events. The
ability to follow instructions and not take short cuts and
lastly focus on being the best you can be and being proud
about what you do.
Operators require an Operators Licence to undertake their
business, these are issued by the traffic commissioner and
they contain conditions/undertakings which the operator
accepts on issue. The two below relate to the condition and
maintenance of vehicles and trailers.
• Vehicles and trailers, including hired vehicles and trailers,
are kept in a fit and serviceable condition;
• Drivers report promptly any defects or symptoms of defects that could prevent the safe operation of vehicles and/
or trailers, and that any defects are recorded in writing;
So as an operator you would have understood the obligations you have around your vehicles and trailers requirement to be safe to go on a journey on a public road and
that all other road users are safe around your vehicles and
trailers.
You as a business man have invested in your vehicles/
trailers and have provided evidence of funds available for
their maintenance provision, this will be thousands of
pounds in every instance, in most cases your investment is
entrusted to someone else, a driver.
Can you then be certain that driver looks after his tools,
does the driver carry out daily walkaround checks;
The guide to maintaining roadworthiness contains
examples of drivers DDI forms and can be viewed https://
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/321988/guide-to-maintainingroadworthiness.pdf

Drivers must be made aware of their legal responsibilities regarding vehicle condition and the procedures for reporting defects. This can be achieved by writing a letter to each driver,
describing defect reporting systems as well as any other duties
they are expected to perform. The driver should sign this letter
to show that they have received the letter and understand what
is required. Drivers share the responsibility for the vehicle’s
roadworthiness with the operator. Drivers may be fined or
prosecuted for the existence of defects found on the vehicles
they drive if they are considered partly or wholly responsible for
the existence of them. Failure to take these responsibilities seriously could result in the loss of the driver’s licence to drive. If
you are an operator, you should bear in mind that drivers who
are expected to repair minor defects in service, e.g. light bulb
replacement, might need basic training. There must be a system
of reporting and recording faults that may affect the roadworthiness of the vehicle. This must include how they were put
right before the vehicle is used. Daily defect checks are vital,
and the results of such checks should be recorded. It is important that enough time is allowed for the completion of these
walk around checks and that staff are encouraged and trained
to carry them out thoroughly.
Drivers should be made aware that daily defect reporting is one
of the critical elements of any effective vehicle roadworthiness
system
The driver should carry out DDI checks before using a vehicle or
trailer, in the case of trailers there maybe more than one trailer
used in a shift.
How do you manage this system;
Do you check DDI sheets against Inspection sheets, many
operators find that their vehicle inspection sheet
shows a variety of driver detectable issues have been
picked up and rectified, these include lights not working, windscreen washers not working (usually no fluid),
windscreen wipers damaged and loose body work for
example.
If your drivers are not identifying these issues and reporting
‘Nil Defects’ on the walkaround you have a problem.
Do you carry out spot checks/gate checks on vehicles/
trailers to ensure quality checks are being carried out.
What process have you in place for defects, how are they
reported.
Do you store your defects for 15 months?
What is your process for dealing with drivers who fall short
of completing quality checks
Do you check tachograph reports for ‘lead time’?
The points above are at minimum what should be undertaken/
implemented every day, every shift by every driver to ensure
their tools are safe and compliant.

